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SUS~A!NABL!

DEVELOPMENT

Contribution of the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development
1.

Pursuant to the relevant provisions of Oeneral

~s~embl¥

resolutions

42/186 and 42/181, an item entitled "UNCTAD'S contribution, within its

mandate, to sustainable development in accordance with oeneral ~ssembly
resolution 42/181 and to the follow-up of oeneral Assembl¥ resolution 42/186
and ECOSOC resolution 1988/69" was inscribed on the agenda for the second part
of the thirty-fifth .18sion of the ~r.d. and Development Board.
2.
For its consideration of this item, the Boar~ had before it a note
giVing a brief description of past work undertaken by UNC~AD in
environment-related fields, together with an outline of proposed future
a:t~.v1t1e8. 'rhe content of that note is annexed hereto (7U\nex I).
3.
At its 751st meeting on 22 March 1989, the Board adopted the following
decision:
Dec1810n 310 (XXXV)

"YNCTl\P', contribution, within it. mandate, to sy'taine:ple
ip accordance with Qep,rAl hssemply resolutiop
~2/187 and to the follow-u~ of General assemblv resolution
42/186 And ECOSQC resolu~ion 1998/69

~evelopment

Th' Trade AnO Development Board,
Decid's to transmit to the General ~sembly at its forty-fourth
1.
session, through the Economic and Social Council, in res~~nse to
p~ragraph 18 of aeneral Assembly resolution 42/18', the Annexed agreed
co~=lusion., together with the relevant section of its report on the
.econd part of its thirty-fifth ••ssion:
R,a~~~ the SecretarY-Oeneral of UNCT~D to convey them also :0
th& SXQcutiVf:t D11'&c~tor of :he Un1te~ Na:1o~5 :;~vironment ?ro;:a:r"lIe, forsubmission to the Ooverning Council of UN:;? at its next regUlar session.

2.

iSlst me:eting
-'-'- l·~!'. i cb 19 e9

I . ..
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~EX

Barted conclusions
Requests the secretary-General of UNCTAO to make an analysis for the
first part of the thirty-seventh session of the Trade and DevelopMent Board,
on the interface ~etween sustainable development and the main lines of UNCTAO
activities within its mandate;
1.

2.
~gre,s to consider, in the light of the analysis referred to above,
such follow-up action by the Board as may be required on the relevant
provisions of General Assembly resolutions 42/186, 42/187 and ~~CCsOC
resolution 1988/69:
also reauests th.l Secretary-General of UNCTlU), in his preparations for
the Second United NAtions Co~ference on the Least Developed Countries in 1990,
to give appropria~1 attention to sustainable development:

3.

FUither reauests the Secr~tarY-G.neral of UNCTAO to develop proposals
for technical assistance, in co-operation with the United Natio~s Development
progr~e (UNDP) and other reldvant agencies, for financing by donors, and
invi;es them to provide additional financing for this purpose:
4.

S.
Underlines that all activities referred to above should be carried out
within the mandates and programmes of the organization and its subsidiary
bodies. and that the general direction and priorities as set down by
intergovernmental bodies in UNCTAD should be maintained."

* * * *

In compliance with parasra?h 1 or the above Decision, the relevant pa:t
of the Board's report on the second part of its thirty-fifth session is also
annexed hereto (~nnex II).
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TD/B/1199
4 January 1989
Original: ENGLISH

TRADE

AND

DEVELOPMENT BOARD

Thirty-fifth session
Se~ond part
Geneva. 6 Har~h 1988

ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT: UNCTAD's CONTRIBUTION TO THE
FOLLOW-UP OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTIONS 42/186 and 42/187

NoI, by Ih, UNCTAD SUl"dQl"iQt

I.
The General Assembly at its forty·second session adopted two resolutions on environment
and development, both of which require an acti\'e response by the organs, organizations and
programmes of the United Nations. including UNCTAD. Resolution 42/186 presents the Emironmenlal Perspt~Iive to the Year 2000 and Beyond,· resolution 42/187 expresses the response of the
General Assembly to the report of the World Commission on Environment and Development, DUI"
Common FIJII/re. The report and the EnvironmtntQI Perspeclive ID the Year '2000 and Beyond ha vc
given a better focus and new vigour to environmental concerns.

2.
The adoption of resolutions 42/186 and 42/187 concerning these major documents has enshrined sustainable development as an aspiration t'fthe international community. Ui'.'CTAD VII
had foreshadowed these General Assembly resolutions. The Final Act states, in paragraph 21:
Close intcrlinkagcs han also become apparent between the economy, population and the natur3.1 en·
\'ironment. The degradation of this environment associated with persistent poverty is being (l.:ther
worsened by the fUlancial pressures on developing countries, which have led to the over·exploitation
of natural resources and reductions in environmental programmes. Recognition is, however, growing
that such desradation can be halted and reversed only by ecologica.Uy sustainable growth and by inte·
gratin& environmental facton in devel,:pment programmes.

3. Thus, "in the light of the foregoing considerations, the Conference rea "hed a broad understanding on the need for all countries to implement national and international policy measures to
improve the environment for accelerated and sustainable development".'
Final Act of UNCTAD VII. para. 3D.

/
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- 44.
Both Our Common Future" and the En~ironmentQI Perspecti~e3 rest on the concept of
sustainable development; General Assembly resolution 42/187 states that it is imperative to provide for sustainable development.· Our Common Future defines this as follows:
Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs. It contains within it two key concepts:
•

the concept of 'needs', in particular the essential needs of the world's peOf, to which overriding
priority should be given; and

•

the idea of limitations imposed by the state of tec~~ology and social organization on the envirorunent's ability to meet present and future needs. s

5. Our Common Future further states that "meeting essential needs depends in part on achieving
full C!'owth potential, and sustainable development clearly requires economic growth in places
where such needs are not being met. Elsewhere, it can be consistent with economic growth, pro\'ided the content of growth ret1ects the broad principles of sustainability and non-exploitation of
others".'
6. The sustainable development approach has the great merit of placing sound envirol •. nental
management squarely in the context of growth and development lucidly perceived. Indeed, it
stresses that mass poverty is often at the root of eO\'ironmental degradation; its elimination is essential for sustained environmental improvement.' It is precisely by designing strategies for economic growth to meet the needs of the poor tnat environmental degradation, so largely caused by
po\,erty, can b?st be reversed. In other words, the protection of the environment should not be
\.Ised as a pretext to place further obstacles in the way of developing countries striving to iml'ro\'e
the conditions of life of their people. Environmental regulations can constitute obstacles to trade.
The environmental justification for such measures needs in some cas~s to be carefully checked to
ensure that they relate to an actual danger. MOle fundamentally, cnvironmentalists in devcloped
countries may project their local concern onto developing countries, e.g., their desire to presp.rve
scenic beauty. The result may be to deny a livelihood to the poorest and weakest sections of the
community concerned, The cases in which indigenous communitics have .:xpressed their opposition to the transformation of the land on which they have traditionally lived into national parks
illustrate this problem. Environmental considerations should not be the source of a new
conditionality which, by aggravating proverty, may well worsen the en'..ironment.
'7.
Especialiy in response to Conference resolution 47 (Ill). UNCTA D has made substantial
contributions to the work of the United Nations on the relationship between environment and
development. These contributions have explored the issues in economic theory raised by including
environmental considerations in the social evaluation and pricing of natural resources, and the
design of ~villuation techniques needed in consequence; the actual process of 'price formation for
natural resources, with particular attention to the means of reOecting environmental considerations
in actual prices or extraction policies; and the impact of environmental issues on the foreign trade
strategies of developing countries. This work has proved seminal in its field. A final report, summarizing the results of this series of research projects, was issued in 1982.'
S. Since then, resource constraints have limited the work on environment and development in
C;";CTAD, ;";onetheless, environmental considerations have continued to be present. explicitly
and implicitly, in its research work and its reports and documents. The secretariat's work on
technology takes appropriate account of the environmental aspects. 9 Rererence can also be made
to work on risk management.
9.
The Substantial New Programme of Action for the 1980s for the Least Developed
Countries lO caUs for action on a number of environmental issues. The UNCTAD secretariat, as
part of its responsibility for global monitoring of the implementation of the SNPA. has regularly
A '042427. annex.
General Assembly resolution 42/186. annex.
4
Para, 3.
5 Our Commoll FUhU'r, 2.1.
• Our CommclI Fururr, 2.6,
EIII';rOrul1f1lta/ Pusprcrillr, j (c).
• Rrsourcrs, fl,,,,ironmcnt and lorcifJlI tradt, UNCTAD/LDC/41.
9 See. for inst3nl.~. Tec/m%/{}' issues in ,he enJrrgJ' seClO,. ,)1 dele/oping countries: ,he perlol"monce o/,he po ..·tr sec'O"
in drl'r/opillg countries (lJSCfAD 'TT·S7. l'o\'ember 19&7).
10 Adopted by the l:nited ~atjons Conrerence on the Le3st Developed Countries. Paris. Septem~er 1981.
J
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- 5referred to environmental issues in its annual reports on the least developed countries. Environmental issues affecting island developing countries have been discussed in particular in the report
(UNCTAD/LDC/Misc.17) prepared by the Special Programme for the meeting of the Group of
Experts on Island Developing Countries, held in Malta on 24-25 May 198~. In response to Conference resolution 151 (VI), the UNCTAD secretariat prepared a report or, "The drought and the
external trade of the countries members of the Permanent Inter-State Commil'te on Drought Control
in the Sahaer' (CILSS),1l seven out of nine being LDCs. Similarly, in response to Board decision
328(XXXII), the secretariat prepared a report on "The drought and the external trade of the countries members of the Intergovernmental Authority on Drought and Development" (IGADD),'·1. five out
of six being LDCs. This latter report was also a contribution to the implementation of General
Assembly resolutions 42/188 and 42/189 rCountries stricken by desertification and drought in
Africa· and -Plan of action to combat desertification-).
10. The General Assembly has called on international institutions to integrate the objectives of
sustainable development into their policies, budgets and staffing strategies. 1J As the foregoing
shows, with respect to UNCTAD this has not just been a matter of establishing separate
programmes on environmental issues; it involves absorbing the objectives of sustainable development into its basic attitudes towards development. The UNCTAD secretariat intends in the future
too not to isolate these issues, but to promote work on sustainable development wherever relevant
within the secretariat's mainstream activities. A representative of UNCTAD participates in the
meetings of Designated Officials on Environmental Matters, convened by UNEP, as well as a variety of inter-agency groups concerning environmental issues.
11. Beyond this general orientation, General Assembly resolution 42/186 calls for work on some
specific issues within UNCTAD's mandate. Furthermore, para. 16.16(i) of the UI'CTAD section
of the United Nations Medium-Term plan for 1984-1989 as revised in 1988 states as an intergovernmental objective of the sub-prograrmne on the interrelationships among trade, development,
money and finance contribution to the implementation of the international development strategy
to review, within the mandate of UNCTAD, its contribution to sustainable development in accordance with General Assembly resolution 42/ ISr.
12. General Assembly resolution 42/186 refers in particll1ar to the environmental implications
of equitable cormnodity prices and underlines the importance of proper environmental management where commodity trade is involved. le The resolutjon also points out that the debt burden,
with its pressures to earn foreign exchange quickly and the particular forms of adjustment imposed
on the national economies of debtor countries, endangers sustainable de"elopment. 15 The Envi.
ronmental Perspective further invites UNCTAD to pay specific attention to non-tariff measures
which purport to respond to environmental considerations, so as to avert the risk that such
measurcs be used for protectionist purposes.
U

13. In the context described in r.he forcgoing paragraphs, UNCTAD proposes to undertake activities in the following fields in ~articular within available regular budget rcsources and with
extra-budgetary financial support as appropriate.

Commodities
14.

General Assembly resolution 42/186 states that:
68(a)... correcting the de.eriorating tenns of trade and stabilizing international commodity prices at
equitable levels, through international commodity agreements (for example, the Integrateu Progranune
for Commodities), in conjunction with appropriate environmental management practices in the
produci."lg countries, should play an important role in this regard.

15. This paragraph recognizes that there is a link between international action to bring about
stable and equitable commodity prices l:md appropriate national f~nvironmental management
11 TDjBi;082. 19 December 1985.
11 TDiB/1180. 8 July 1988.
IJ Enllirotunenfal Penpet:tille, para. I 13.
le En\'Uonmllllfal Penpccti~(!, paras. 2S(e). 63. 68(a). (g).
IS EnllirotunCllfal Penpten"" para.6S.
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practices in producing countries, The nbove parn;r"ph needs to be read in conjunction with paragraphs 63 and 25(e) and (w), which raise other issues falling within UNCTAD's competence.
63. Long-tenn declines in commodity prices, coupled with their inequity and instability, have advenely
affected en\'ironmcnla.J manl-Agement of natural resources. Neither do the:le prices fuUy reflect the environmental costs of depletion of the resource base. Good quality land, fish and other natural resOlJtces
are being overworked a..d tropica.J forcsts are being encroached upon in order to achieve additic.nal
income. Substitution of export crops in place of .;ubsistence crops has displaceJ small fam'll:rs l'nd
pastora.l.ists from good quality 1.~Jld and has led to excessive pressures on marginal lMd and nolt"I ~
resources.
25(e) Governments should ascenain direct and indirect en'\'ironmental imp"cts of a: cmalivc crop,
forestry and land use pattems ", trade policies should be based on suet- enviror;mental ,15sessmenl s.
25(w) Intemational agreements should be concluded in respect of agricultural pril~e policies with a view
to rninlm.izing waste and mismanagement of food and natural resources in agriculture. Such agreements should aim at bringing about an international division of labour in agriculture in conformity
with the long-tenn capabilities of countries in agricultural production.
16.
Taking into account the abo't'e paragraphs of the General Assembly resolution 42/186, it
would seem desirable that U7\'CTAD should identify the precise em'ironmental considerations associated with trade in commodities, includin~ the implications of resource exploitation Jnd depletion and examine the conceptual \ssues iny. ,veri in reflecting them in commodity prices or
otherwise incorporating 'hem among polic)' variables, in order to propose means of addressing
them through improved international co-operation, inclUding through appropriate provisions in
international cn'l~modity agreements C I' arrangements.
17.
In this :(V.• ~Xl, priority consideration should be given to tropical timber. The conceptual
issues can be .1.1 'ndfied relatively easily with respect to timber, with its long life cycle; indeed important parts of economic theory have in the past been built on the study of timber.
The
e.xternalities and who bears their costs, in short the conflicts of interest, are well-documented with
r ~spect to tropical forests.
The i~sues are not only of local concern (forest-dwellers vs. forest
clearers), but also national (the priority given to foreign exchange receipts in national ecollomic
,tion), regional (deforestation upstream leads to nooding and
policy afTects the role of def·"
silting downstream) and glo\)al (given the role of the tropical forests in global climate and the
contribution of forest-burning to the HgreenhousC' efTr,ct"). The International Tropical Timber
Agrc:ement (tTTA), negotiated ullder UNCTAD auspices, takes explicit account of the environmental implications of the e:o:ploitation of tropical timber.
18,
C;\:CTAD could unc.:. ...lke an analysis of the possible charges on tropical timb~r
imt=ons/exports to provide finance for the effective implementation of environmental programmes,
ir. the light of the existing mandate of the International Tropkal Timber Organization (ITTO) to
d:al with environmental aspects and proposals currently being made in the context of the 0i'\~ra
tion of the International Tropical Timber Agreement (ITTA) and its eventual renegotiatio" undel
t;~CTAD au!:pices and the increasing concern of the international community about the environmental efTects of the diminishing size of the tropical rain forests.

Environme.lt-related trade. issues
19. Environmental standards and regUlations governing imports may sometimes constitute nontariff barriers to trade. The Env;ronmtnlo 1 Ptrsptcl;Vt states in this regard:
68 (b) Environmentally related regulations and standards shou: not be used for pro\ectiorust purposes ... 'JNCTAD should make: available infomlation on such regulations and standards as they apply
to l,;ommoditie~ and manufactured products.
The extent to which environment-related trade measures hinder market access for exports, in partir.ular of developing countries, and the possible action by the affected countries to offset the negative effects on trade of these measures, could be the subject of a study to be carried out by the
secretariat. This study would involve the examination of the environment-related policies, legislar.;on and regulations in the main markets for developing country export~ so that specific products
an\, sectors to which the relevant measures apply could be identified. In thi's connection the Trade
Control Measures Information System of UNCTAD has provided for sef':;,!-ate codes for entering

/ ...

- 7the appropriatc mcasur::s at thc product-specific level in its inventory of non-tariff measures. Although in most cases these measures may be taken on the basis of legitimate environmental protection considerations, a close examination of the regulations, together with other parameters
regarding the product situation (e,g. trade, production, consumption), may give some insight into
the inhibiting efTects of these measures to trade. Systematic collection and compilation of information on cnvironmcnt-related tradc reguh. ions would help to monitor Rctions in this ficld, including introduction or removal of the :neasures or changes in their application.

Em'ironment and

di~i~ters

in the Least Developed Countries

U7\CTAD's annual reports on the least developed countries usually contain n shart section
on recent dc\'cbpmcnts in, and policies pursucd by, these countries with respect to cl1\'ironment
and natural disasters. The question of environmental deterioration in LOCs, and of rcmedial and
preventive measures in this regards, is likely to loom large in the preparatory 'vork for the sccond
Unitcd Nations Conference on the LDCs, to be held in 1990, and in the Conferel1('e itself.
21. In September 1988 the Trade and Development Board adopted decision 362 (XXX V) on
floods and c)'clones on the development and growth of dev~loping countries. That decision, illter
QUII, requests the C~Cl AD secretariat, upon request and within its area of competcnce, to examine and study the impact of noods and cyclones on the gro\\1h and dcvclopment of arrectcd
countries, in particular the Lf1Cs, and to identify requirements for the resumption and maint~
nanee of sustained growth and dc\'elopment therein. Work by L'~CTAD in this regard woulo be
undertaken irl co-ordinatioll with other relevant organizations, includ;llg C:'\DRO.
22. Moreover, L:~CTAD could nl!.o contribute to the gathering of information and the formulation of relevant policy measures able to limit t)le extent of damages resulting from una ..\~~dublc
natural disasters.
20,

/
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aIDJEXtI
Extract from the report of the Trade and Oevelopment Board on
the lecont part of its thirty-fifth .e.sion

*****
Chapter It
OTHER MATTERS IN THE FIELD OF TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT
YHCTAp', contribytion, within its mandate, to sustainable deyelopment
in accordance with Qeneral b5~ombly re,olytion 42/187 and to the
follow-YR Qf Qeneral Assembly resolution 42/186 and ECOSQC
r"elytion 1988/69
(agenda item 7 (a»
The p1r,ct~1, Co-ordinator of the Rtsources for peyelopment Programm"
stated that document TD/B/1199 was a first ~ttempt to int.grate objective. on
sustainable development in the secretariat'. work programme in re.ponse to the
two resolutions on environment and development adopted by the Oeneral ~ssembly
at its forty-secon~ session. It identified three ar.as in Which the
secretariat felt it could contribute to international understanding of the
concept of sustainable development: commOdities: environment-related trade
issues and environmental proj)lems: and disasters in the least t!aveloped
countries. The secretariat's proposals concerned specific topic. clearly
falling within UNCIAO's mandate and responded to ~pecific reference. in the
Oeneral Assembly r.asolutions. They also reflected the .ecretariat'. severe
resource conL~raints.
The spokesman for Oroup a (Denmark) stated that environmental problems,
neglectGd in the past, were still not adequately dealt with. International
concern about a deteriorating environment had increased in the past few years
and led to the inclusion of environmental problems in the political agende of
the international co~~unity.
The objectives for environment and development policies should include
securing growth and alleviating poverty on a sustainable basis and
responsibility for achieVing them I"ested with developed and developing
countries alike. Group B acknowledged the increasing efforts of the
United Nations organs and organizations, in particular the UNEP towards
finding solutions to environmental problems and agreed with the
Secretary-General of UNCT~D that the contribution of UNCT~D should be seen
essentially as a work programme matter. The obje~tives of sustainable
development should be incorporated in UNCT~D'S basic approach towar~s trade
and development issues.
The States members of Group B believed that the Secretary-GenGral of
should: (a) analyse how sustainable development affected trade and
development issues and how the objectives of sustainable development could be
integrated into the structural reform process in developed and in developing
countries: (b) initiate preparations for UNCT~D's contribution to the
preparatory process for the 1992 conference as envisaged in Qeneral Assembly
resolution 43/196: (c) in the preparations for the Second Conference on the
Least Developed Countries give appropriate attention to sustainable development
and prepare a study on sustainable and environmentally sound development in
the l.ast developed countries with a view to identifying factors that could
strengthen their medium- and long-~erm economic planning and risk-management
capabilities: and (d) development proposals for technical assistance in
co-operation with UNDP and other relevant agencies for financing by UNDP and
other donors.
/ •••
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Purthermore, the Board and main committee. should review and examine the
follow-up in UNCTAD to the.e questions. The Committee on Commodities .hould,
within its mandate, analy.e the objective of sustainable development in
r.lation ~o commodities and trade therein, and take into con.ideration the
need to implement measur•• to laf.guard the .nvironm.nt, and the committee on
the Transfer of Technology s~~uld, within itl mandate, examine the que.tion of
transfer of environment technology ~nd the ne.d for technical a••1stance 1n
order to promote the development of technology conducive to long-term
sustainable development.
Finally, aroup B hoped that discu.sion. at the current ••••ion would
contribute to establishing Qract1cal and expl1cit guidel~liaa for UNCTAD'.
future work on .ustainable ~evllopment.
The repr.sentat1ve of Polan~ stat.d that the id.a of ecodevelopm.nt,
launched by the united Nations Environme~t programme in the aftermath of the
United Nationl Confer.nce on the Human Environment, which had initially had
negative connotations h3Q .inc. b.come wid.ly accept.d. aecal11ng
Olneral AS.lmbly re.olution 42/186, he strongly supported the
environment-oriented approaches to the problem of indebtedne•• of developing
and of other heavily indebted countries. UNCTAD, at an tarly Itage, had
elaborated a research programme on the interrelated problems of trade and
dev.lopment 1n an environmental perspectiv.. This work .hould be pur.ued
further.
He agr.ed that UNCTAD1s contribution to the implem6ntation of
aeneral Assembly relolut'~nB 42/186 and 42/187 should focus on commoditiea,
environm.nt-relat.d trade iSBues, environment and di.a.ter. in the lea.t
developed countries. Work by the secretariat on environmental .tandard. and
r.gulations governing imports as poteollal non-tariff barrierl to trade would
involve gr~ater UB. of the Trade Control Mealures Information system of
UNCTAD. It should be carried out in co-operation with GATT. Moreover, in
view of the challenge of profound transformation in the productive structure
and in the patterns of development, UNCTAD should inclUde in in f\lture work
research on interrelated ecostructural problems.
He emphasized that the new Polish aovernment was partic~larly conc.rned
with the problems of international transfer of environm~ntal technology an~
environmental protection within the broader context of ecological security and
recalled the proposal by his Government at the fourteenth session of the
UNEP Governing Council on the "Environmental Protection Decade 1991-2000" as
well as the proposal made by Wojciech Jaruzelski during the fortieth session
of the General Assembly on unhindered internatiQnal environmental teehnology
transfer.
The representati"e of China stated that his Government had always
attached great importance to environmental problems especially When drawing up
its economic development plans. A sound natural environment was the common
heritage of mankind and its protection was incumbent upon each and every
State. Poverty was the most important cause of environmental deterioration
and its aggravation could generate furt:~~, environmental deterioration.
UNCTAD had done useful work on environment and development in the past.
but it should do more. Within its mandate. it should pay attention to
environmental issues with respect to commoditi~s. debt and the least developed
countries. It should pay special attention to non-tariff measures used al
pretexts for protectionist purposes and attempt to collect information
systematically on environment-related trade issues.

/
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In the common interest and to secure the sustainable development of all
countries, especially that of the dijveloping countries. the international
community should pay full attention to the interrelationsh\p of factors such
as industrial production, population, resource flows. debt. the gap between
the r lch and the poor, with environmontal issues and sustainable deve lopmc"'lt.
The developed countries shoUld provide assistance to the developing countries
and alleviate the difficulties thoy had in finding uolutions to their already
heavy environmental problems. In doing so, the developed countries should
take into account the effects of their investment operations on the natural
environment of developing countries. In this regard. the practice of "debt
for nature swaps" was emerging in Latin America. Furthermore. it WAS reported
that I new item on debt and environmental issues would be inclUded for the
first t~n. in the agenda of the summit of seven leading industrial countries
·this year. In view of the latest positive developments, Cnina hoped that the
issue of environment and sustainable development would gather momentum.
The representative of ~n. speaKing on behalf of the European ~conomic
Community And its member States, fully supported the comments by the spOKesman
tor Group Band th& secretary-Oeneral of UNCTAD on sustainahle development.
The Community agreed that UNCTAD's futur~ work on aspects of sustainable
development should be so elaborated as to contribute to achieving the
objectives of existing UNCTAD programmes and be int.grat8~ within those
programmes •
The Community and its member Stat~s attached great importance to
environmental questions on not only a European but also a global basis.
Part 3 of the Treaty constituting the Community had been expanded, pursuant to
the European Single Act, by the introduction of a Title VII. "Environment".
This specified that the action of the Community concerning the environment
should preserve, protect and improve the quality of the enVironment:
contribute to the protection of human health and ensure the prUdent and
rational utilization of natural resources. The requirement of environm.o~al
protection must be a component of the other policies of the Community.
On 2 ~larch 1989 the Europea.n Counci 1 of r-~inisters of the Environment had
decided to ellffiina.te the production and consumption of CFCs by the end of the
century. This should take place in two stages, the first being elimination of
at least 85 per cent in tne shortest possible time. ThQ Community was. in
this respect. in favour of the revision of the Montreal Protocol on Substances
that Deplete the Ozone Layer (the 12 member States of the Community and the
European Commission were among the 34 Parties Which ratified this Protocol),
Which stipulated a reduction of only 50 per cent of production of CFCs b~ the
year 2000. On 7 March last the "saVing the Ozone Layer" Conference agreed
that the Montreal Protocol should be revised and th~t ways of helping
developing countries to eliminate the production and consumption of
chlorofluorocarbons should be a major feature of this revision. The Chairman
of the Conference had noted that constructive id~as had been put forward for
helping developing countries in the aforementioned task in a way that would
not jeopardize their ~conomic growth. Refer~nce was also made to the
Declaration on the Environment made at the European Council of Rhodes
(2-3 D~~~mber 1988).
Since the coming intc> force of the European Single ~ct, environment had
been considered as an integral part of all Community polir.ies and. during the
ongoing Lome negotiations, the wish had been expressed by all Parties to see
environmental concerns figure ~?re largely in Lome IV.
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The community. being well aware of the connection between natural
disastera. bad environmental practices and lack of development in the least
developed countries. had set up the Programme igainst Desertification and the
Emergency Aid ll'unds. A study on that subject carried out by UNCTAD. in
co-operatlon with other United Nations lead agencies. could be most useful.
UNCTAD could also make a contribution to the attainment oC the objective and
goals of General Assembly relo~ution 42/169 designa l ng th~ 19901 as the
international decade for natural disaster reduction.
The representative of the Unitt~ Republie of Tanzania found it
disconcerting that agenda item 7 (a) had b~en excised from item 2 (b) and
taken up as a separate item when the two jtems were so closely related.
His Government fully shared the concerns of the international community
about environmental pollution and degradation and was determined to do
everything it could to preserve and imp~ove the natural environment. ~ithin
the limited resourC98 available to a country with a per capitA income
of 80 US cents per day.
He aaked whether any assessment had been made of the additional resources
needed to redress environmental pollution and to ensure that environmental
conservation became a sustained element in all modes of production of goods
and services. More important. his del,gation was really apprehensive as to
how these additional resources were tr be secured. presumably in the
industrialized countries the market would provide them through a corresponding
adjustment in prices. As commodity depandent countries would remain at the
mercy of market fluctuations and exposed to deteriorating terms of trade. the
burden of safeguarding the environment globally would inevitably fall on thenl.
~s regards their domestic economy, they would be obliged to contend with
the cruel dilemma of having to secure energy for immediate survival and strive
simultaneously to secure a life-supporting system for the future through the
preservation of trees and forests. In the meantime, their coastlines became
increasingly polluted as a consequence 01 indiscriminate discharging of
garbage by ships plying their waters. When they clamoured for redress, the
shipping companies threatened to withdraw or raise freight rates. What
followed ~nevitably was a rise in import prices and a fall in export earnings.
Whether in respect of trade in goods or 5ervi~es, transferring the bur1en to
the poor remained possible through a wide range of products and services.

The spokesman for qrouo D (USSR) stated that recent years had witnessed
an unprecedented increase of interdependence of countries, the appearance of
new technology, a break-Up of traditional structyres of the world economy and
the occurrence of a new stage of internationalization. The wQrld had now to
adjust to the idea of increasing ecological interdependence. ~wareness of the
fact that industrialization carried out in traditional ways could lead to
ecological disasters and that environmental problems could have a serious
impact on international security, strongly contributed to the concern for the
future of humanity. The world was now facing the problem of so-called
"ecolog'.cal refugees": desertification and deforestation processes hdd
ge~erated ma~sive populations movements.

/
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- 12 The Oroup D countries were aware of the existence of a real threat to
development. The international community should co-ordinate its efforts to
preserve the planet's ba~ic resources. combating ecological problems required
a change in the traditional ways of thinking and modes of o;»eration. A uew
political thinking should materialize. In this context. one had to consider
aeneral ~ssembly resolutions 42/186. 42/187 and ECOSOC reSOlution 1988/69 as
well a. the document of th. States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty. "The impact
of the arms race on the natural environment and other aspects of ecological
security". President M. Oorbachev. addre.sing the forty-third session of the
Oeneral ~ssembly. had advocated increa.ing the role of the United Nattons in
organizing a collective defence against ecological threat. and elaborating
international machinery to solve environmental problems. UNCTAD. Within its
mandate ••hould contribute to the examination of the relationship between
environment and development. oroup D broadly agreed with the conclusions in
document TD/B/1199. and welcomed UNCTAD'. contribution to environmental issues
in particular al it concerned preparatio~s for the 1990 LDC Conf~rence. It
shOUld contribute actively to the preparation of the forthcoming
1992 Conference on environmental problems. Additional resource. for the
promotion of the environment could be drawn from resource. released as a
consequence of the disarmament proces••
The repre.entative of ~ fully shared the views of the spokesman for
oroup Band stre.sed tha~ the ongoing limitations of the development proce.s.
coupled with the increasing level of environmental degradation could not be
allowed to continue. Canada had long been particularly concerned with the
relationship between environment and economic development. As it occupied the
second largest national Ilnd mas. of the globe and had the longest coast.
bordering on three ocean•• his country was one of the primary supporters of
the upcoming 1992 Conference on Environment and Development. which would be a
landmark for the international community on environmental issues.
Canada was active on a number of other front. namely. the Toronto
Conference on the Changing Atmosphere. the Montreal Protocol on Ozone and the
very recent Ottawa meeting of Legal and Policy Experts on Atmospheric Issues.
which all further advanced international deliberations on sustainable
development. In this connection. Canada fully supported the Brundtland
Commission Report. The notion of sustainable development could no longer be
considered simply as a concept but must bt integrated into the priorities of
all nations and must bec~Je In essential factor in their decision-making
process. whatever t:·air l,.vel of development. In order to acc.ompl1sh this
objective. every attempt should be made in the present session to guide UNCTAD
in its future work in this area.
The representative of Norway speaking on behalf of the Nordic countries.
(Denmark. Finland. Sweden and Norway), endorsed the views expressed by oroup B
and stated tMat the Nordic countries expected UNCTAD to do its utmost to
contribute to sustainable development. This objective should be seen by all
countries. and not least the developing ones. as a vehicle for obtaining
economic gr~wth and alleviating poverty on a sustained basis.
The UNCTAD contribution to the follow-up of the G6neral Assembly
resolutions on environment and development should be wider than the one
presented in document TD/B/ll9~. UNCIAD should endeavour to clarify how
sustainable development could be incorporated into its basic approach towards
development issues, and identify possible constraints and corrective measures
to be carried out at the national, regional a.1d international levels.
Consequently. as stated by the SecretarY-General of UNCTAD, a work programme
for. and an intergovernmental direction to. the future work of UNCTAD in this
area would need to be elaborated at the current Board.
/
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The Nordic countries were of the view that the i..,tergovernmeutal
machinery of UNCT~D should not fail to make its contribution in addressing
specific items in the area of sustainable ~evelopment where the compe,ence of
UNCT~D was internationally recognized and appreciated.
If this opportunity
was missed. UNCT~ might \'lot get another chance to becom~ involved t., whatwill be a priority on the agenda of future international delibnr~tions.
The representative of bustria stated that. while agreeing with the
Secretary-oeneralls evaluation of the superior merits of the concept of
sustainable development. two essential aspects should not be ovarlooked:
unpredictability of development and the avoidable costs of development.

the

Development and its environmental consequences were not f~reseeable.
.Nobody was able to predict phenomena lire acid rain or the depletion of the
ozone layer and their causes and consequences were still unkno~m. This meant
that instrumonts of prediction, while important, should be accompanied by
instruments which permitted rapid and efficient measures to re~ed; damaging
environmental effects before they reach greater proportions. The second point
led to the consideration that since not all countries were progressing at the
same pace, but rather entering pha~es of their development at 6~fferent times,
those lagging behind should try to avoid the negative effects which have been
seen to be connected with certain technologies. They should spare thei~
populations the impact of such mistakes rather than yield to the temptation of
merely imitating more advanced countries. Somebody entering a part1~~lar area
of development would have to choo~e among the available technologies. This
choice therefore should be made in fUll consideration of the known risks and
dangers involved.
These remarks, of a speCUlative nature, could certa~oly be questioned in
various ways. However, the delegation of Austria hoped they wnu~d provide
additional food for thought in a discussion considered inevitable given the
common needs and concerns of mankind.
At the 746th meeting, the spokesman for Group B (Denmark) introduced
draft resolution TD/B/L.854 entitled "UNCTAD's contribution to sustainable
deve lopmen t " .
The representative of ~ustria, replying to the representative of
Nicaragua, who had asked him to elaborate on the concept of "avoi~able
development", stated that countries which entered stages of development later
than others were able to choose among various technologies and were therefore
in an advantageouG position.
"Avoidable development" could be defined as all development that le~d in
a direction contrary to a society's system of values. The concept of
"sustainable development" could not be limited to ecological considerations
but should include factors such as the form of social organization. cultural
traditions, religious and philosophical belief~ and even simple habits of
eating, dressing and dwelling. Thus, pushing development in a direction which
neglected these factors could entail the collapse of the entire social order
or, at least, its unsat isfactc,ry performance. Whi le mankin\' had shown a
remarkable ability to adjust to changes in its natural environment. it had at
the same time been txtremely resistant to imposed systems of social
organiza~ion. Hence, development required one basic ingredient, namely
freedom. Development, in order to be sustainable 0ver a long period of time.
has to be widely accepted by people.

/ ...

- l4 Tha mpokesman for the group 9f 17 (Guatemala) stated that, although the
concept of "sustainable development"'wAI enshrined as an aspiration of the
international community in its entirety by the resolutions of the
General Assembly and the Economic and Social Counc1l~' the specialized body
within the United ~4tions system Which was Qntru~~ed with the primary
responsibility of d-eAling with environmental issues waa the United Nations
EnVironment Progr~~e. Therefore, while respecting the ~all of
Oeneral Assembly resolutions 42/186 and 42/181, UNCTAD shoul~ net undertake
activities in the field of environment which would duplicate or dilute the
focus of various bodies, or dissipate the limited resources of the United
Nations. The primary role of UNCTAD w~s its centr~l mandate in the areas of
trade and overall economic development which was of paramount concern to the
oroup of 11.
Developing countries were equally concerned and conscious of the need to
protect, improve, and preserve the national environments. Efforts were being
made, notwithstanding the adverse eco"om~c environment. The primary
responSibility for environmental degr~uation should be pl~~ed in the developed
countries, Which had generated the bulk of world environmental pr~bl~ms. He
recalled that the Prime Minister· of th~ Dnited Kingdom had ,aid at the
International Conference on the Ozone L~yer that "it would be intolerable for
the countries that had already 1n~ustrialized and have causBd the greater part
of the problems to expect others to pay the price in terms ,~f their people IS
hopes and well-being".
~he principal factors hampering the efforts of developing countries to
protect their natural resources and environment were the unprecedented
problems of debt overhang, negative tr~nsfer of resources, falling ex~ort
earnings, scarcity of resources and c~nstraints in acquiring ~nd ~xpandin9
technological capabilities. The developing countries were already in a
tight-bind of conditionalities and cross-conditionalit1es from multilateral
agencies and creditor countries. They had accepted rigorous structural and
policy adjustments at great social and 6conomic cost. ~ny new, overridin~
conditionality in the name of environment would cripple their already
stretched capacities to secure much neede~ development resources.
International co-operation therefore sh~uld not lead to a new conditionality
that estaolished linKages between development resources on one side and
environmental measures on the other but should support developing countries
efforts to protect their environment according to the.r own national
priorities and programmes.
l

The Group of 77 firmly believed that it was only by improvin~ the overall
situation of the world economy in 0 way conducive to development and growth of
developing countries that the protecti0n of the world environment would become
effective. Special emphasis should be accorded to improvement of co-operation
and suP?ort at international and regional levels to mitigate the impact of
natural disasters. with particular attention to the problems faced by the
least developed. island and land-locked developing countries.
The cont:ibut:on of UNCTAD in the field of envi~onment and development
should add:es~ the following, within its mandate:
(i)
(11)

S?eci::= issues of environmentally related policies. legiSLation and
r~9ulatio~s adopted in developed countries:
In the CO:1text of its work prog=-allune on the Leaast Develo~ed
co~~::~g~.
t~e se~retariat 3~ould contlnue its ongoing activities in
re13::~~ :0 envtromnent and ~~velo?ment. specially in preparations
for :~e p!::s ConEerence of 1990:
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( iv)

(v)

The Secretary-Oeneral might be requested to suggest specific actions
on the part of the developed countries and UNCTAD to strengthen
technical co-operation with the developing countries to enable them
to develop and enhance their capacity for identifying, analysing,
m~nitoring, preventing and managing environmental problems in
accordance with their nation~l development plans, priorities ana
objectives, as mentioned in paragraph 15 of General ~ssembly
resolution 42/187.
The Secretary-General might be requested to convene a meeting
annually during the Board's sessions for specific pledges and
financial commitments by industrialized countries for additional
financial resources to assist developing countries with their task,
as called for in paragraph 14 of General ~ssembly resolution 42/187:
The Secretary-General in his report to the Oeneral ~ssembly, in
pursuance of the two resolutions, might be requested to en\~erate
various activities undertaken by the secretariat and which were
reflected in paragraphs 7, 8 and 9 of TO/B/1199.

The representative of Lebanon stated that her country was faced with
serious environmental difficulties linked to the traffic in toxic and
dangerous products and wastes. Part of the international movement of toxic
and dangerous products and waste was being carried out in contravention of
ex 1.sting national legislation and relevant international legal instruments to
the detriment of the environment and public health \~f all countries,
parti~ularly of developing countries.
Her delegatiun believed that serious environmental problems arising in
both developed and developing countries could not be resolved without adequate
co-operation among members of the international community and that measures'
should be adopted in this regard. Moreover, sustainable development should
not lead to any new form of "conditionality" but should be complementary to
national and regional efforts in assisting developing countries to protect and
preserve their environment. In this connection. duplication and overlapping
of activities of United Nations bodies should be avoided.
The r~presentati'!e of Bangladesh stated that sustainable development
embraced m~ny interrelated issues such as indigenous resource endowments,
conservation and judicious exploitation of natural resources, linkage of
poverty with environmental degradation, the green revolution, use of chemical
fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, etc., export of domestically prohibited
goods and dumping of hazardous wastes, impact of structural adjustment
programmes, external resource flows, access to needed technologies and
markets. Recurring natural disasters such as floods, cyclones, tidal
bores. etc., particularly affecting the least developed countries. should be
among the major concerns of the international community. Such countries had
the least capacity to absorb the shock of recurring natural disdsters.
The world was faced with recovering losses caused by natural disasters
while continuing with an acceptable pace of development. Neither the
international community nor Banglad~sh could afford to see billions of dollars
washed away in a matter of days, frustrating their development efforts. His
delegation strongly believed that man had contributed to the perilous changes
leading to ecological disasters. Scientists had predicted potential
destruction of the world's entire ecological balance. If the climatological
and environmental changes continued unabated, many low-lying coastal countries
would go under the sea.
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For 2angladesh, the floods of 1988 had been the fiercest and most
frightful in living memory. Eminent experts had warned that Bangladesh might
be visited by recurring floods every year because of the environmental
imbalance that had already taken place. The c,~ntry was a victim f global
ecological catastrophes beyond its control and therefore such natu ~1
calamities should be considered as the environmental ~roblem of the whole
world. Indeed, the international community, in achieving the objectives of
"sustainable develo~ment", had an essential role to play in mitigating the
devastating impact of environmental catastrophes.
He agreed with the Secretary-General that environmental prohlems in
developing countries - such as resource depletion, defor~!station, soil
erosion, flooding, desertification, pollution, insanitary liVing conditions
and toxic wastes could only be solved in the context of national objectives
for growth and development. not through external-imposed criteria or
cond it iona 11 t Y•
The representative of Trit.idad and Tobago focused on th·! specific
concerns of small island developing States such as Trinidad and Tobago.
Recalling another Oe~eral Assembly resolution - 43/189 - urging UNCTAD to
"strengthen its role as the focal point for specifi~ ~ction at the global
level 1nfavour of island developing countries aneI to -=t ~ a ~talyst in
this regard", she emphasized that these countries possessed extremely fragile
ecosystems. Trinidad and Tobago had to struggle against negative effects of
envirorunental degradation on its ecor'\omic development :... unplanned
deforestation measures had ill effects on wildlife and watersheds resulting in
increased flooding, depletion of fisheries, irreparable damage to coral reefs,
etc. In this regard, the secretariat could promote co-operation within the
region which in turn could be articulated in an international context.
Sustainable development went well beyond environmental conservation. It
meant an increase 1n the economic costs of growth. particularly for developing
countries. It brought the developing world face to face with the consequences
of earlier misdirected or indifferent policies of developed countries in the
course of their manipulation of environmental resources for the benefit of
their own development. Developed countries were imposing upon developing
countries at the same time the need for common responsibility.
In this connection. the developing countries, already confronted by high
costs of development finance on international markets, by ever-increasing
costs of research for and development of alternative technologies to preserve
the environment. facing constantly reduced flows of concessional assistance,
were highly concerned about the hidden costs of development being placed on
their exports to developed countries when. under the guise of environmental
conservation, the latter eng3ge in protectionist measures leading to a further
deterioration of the terms of trade.
The representative of ~rQentina noted that the resolutions adopted at the
General Assembly's forty-second session had recognized that the
disproportionate debt burden, growing protectionism in developed countries.
inSUfficiency of financial flows to developing countries, among other factors.
compromised the development possibilities for developing countries and
contributed to the degradation of the environment. The solution to the
deterioration of ~he envircnme~t was an 1nt~rnational economic environment
conducive to a faster development for the developing countries.
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UNCTAD should not try to repeat the intergovernmental debate on
sustainable de~elopment going on in UNEP, ECOSOC or the General Assembly. For
UNCTAO, it was a work programme issue to be considered within relev~nt
existing programmes, fundamentally in the secretariat's activities. The
secretariat should not undertake work on sustainable development at the
expense of existing programmes. It would therefore require additional
resources, as for'eaeen in GQneral 1\ssembly resolutions 42/184, 42/187
and 43/196. UNCTAD'~ contribution should be restricted to its mandate and to
the specific reqUirements in the General 1\ssembly resolutions, in particular
in resolution 42/186.
The secretariat could include detailed information on non·-tariff musures
of an environmental nature in its Annual Report on Protectionism and
~tructural ~djustment.
It should continue to pay attention to the problems of
sustainable development with respect to the least developed countries, in
particular in the preparations for the t990 Paris Conf~rence. In the future,
means of incorporating considerations relating to sustainable development in
the context of commodities could be explored but without duplicating
actiVities 1n UNEP, FAO or the different commodity organizations. Lastly, the
secretariat should bear sustainable development in mind in its ong01ng
programmes of technical assistance. This would require additional
extrabudgetary funding and should not duplicate the technical assistance
provided by other components of the United Nations system.
The representative of Brazil observed that the world economic and
financial situation was hardly conducive to the development of the developing
countries and therefore constituted a barrier to a global solution of world
environmental problems. Poor living conditions and external economic
difficulties lay behind environmental problems of developing countries.
Structural adjustment programmes undertaken by indebted developing countries
called for ever-growing exports to generate foreign exchange and put
additional pressure on their environment.
Brazil had been playing a positive and active role in the
international dialogue on environmental matters and had offered to host
the 1992 Internation~l Conference on the Environment. With regard t~
international co-operation on the environment, ho mentioned that multilateral
financial institutions should contribute additional resources to environmental
protection progr~~es in developing countries and create new facilities for
that purpose, without trying to introduce new conditionalities. ~dditional
resources for the protection of the environment should be made available by
the developed countries for it was they that had generated and we.e still
generating enormous damage to the world ecological balance through disorderly
patterns of consum?tion and misuse of resources. They should accordingly bear
the costs and the main responsibility for redressing the environmental
problems of today's world.
UN:7AD's work in the field of environment should concentrate on
legislation an! regulations adopted in developed countries on environmental
grounds which might constitute a trade barrier to the exports of developing
countries. The pro?osal in TD/B/1199. paragraph 18. had never been formally
presented to the International Tropical Timber Organization, and matters
within the pu~'iew of the International Tropical Timber ~greement should be
discussed only within that organization.
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The rerresentative of Tunisia observed that there was a growing tendency
to associate environmental ~et6riorction with developing countries, although
the direct or indirect damage to the ecosystem by the developed countrifl'· was
much more destructive and leus just1f:able. Environmental de9radat~on in
developing countries was often attributable to extreme poverty. Underm1ne~ by
the constraint~ la10 down by structura~ adjustment programmes and exorbitant
debt servicing, it was not surprising that the developing countries regarded
environmental problems as a low priority. Stable and remunerative commodity
prices would cont-ribute to a betttJr environment for growth. Tunisia had
already taken steps aiming to conciliate development and environment.
In no way should the plotection of the environment impose new burdens on
countries or be transformed into a new conditlonallty and be used
cn a pretext for another form of protectionism. Developed countries should
4ssist developing countries in anticipating their ecological problems and it
would be totally unacceptable that resources used for that purpos~ be
substituted for development finance.
devblor~ng

As for the role of UNCTAD, UNEP was the proper forum to deal with
environmental matters and UNCTAD could make its contrib~t10n 1n the light of
General Assembly ~es01utions 42/186 and 42/~87. The proposals in document
TD/B/1199 deserved careful attention. Extrabudgetary funding should be used
for UNCTAD activities in this regard.
The reprds~ntative of C6te d'Ivoire said that his GOvernment was v,ry
much aware of the degradation of the environment which called into question a
civil1zatiC'/il based on the myth of economic growth.
COte d'Ivoire had elaborated a national strategy to protect the
environment over the last ten years, and fully associated itself with
realistic international measures to be taken against the danger of
envirollollental degradation. The Preside-.; of C6te d' Ivoire had ptarticipated in
the reCf!f\t meeting of 2': heads of States and Government in the Hague. These
measures should not, howt."er, be used as a pretext for imposing new
cond1tionality on developing countries, which would compromise their efforts
to redresH their economies and the future of their populations.
As indicated in the ~nvironmental perspective to the Year 2000 and
Beyond, poverty, ind£btedness and constantly falling commodity pri~~s were
major causes of environmental degradation in Third World countries. It was
~le~r therefore that struggling against deforestation, desertification and
pollution necessarily implied that concrete and urgent measures be applied to
accelerete economic growth, improving remuneration for the exports of
developing countries and aecp-ss of their populations to resources. Market
forces could not provide a suitabl~ solution to this problem. The proposals
by the UNCTAD secretariat in paragraphs 13 to 18 of document TD/B/1199 were
appropriately formulated. However, attempting to add an item on the
protection of the environment on the agendas of some of the main Committees of
UNCTAD seemed unfortunat~. The sole competent body to deal with these matters
was UN~P, pending the follow-up to the Hague meeting.
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- 19 At the 750th meeting. the President. submittin9 a draft decision to which
were annexed agreed conclusions prepared in informal consultations
(TD/B(XXXV)/L.858). stated that it was his understanding. having chaired the
informal consultations. that the Secretary-General of UNCTAD would make a
statement in relation to the agreed conclusions and that the whole statement
would go on record.
The secretaty-Generol of YNCTbD ~tated that. in the a~reed conclusions in
the annex to the 'decisivn. the Secretary-General of UNCTAD was requested to
make an analysis on the interface between sustainable development. and the main
1i~es of UNCTAD actiVities within its mandate.
As the Board's discussions had
shown. this was a complex and multifaceted task. In carrying out the work
involved. he would take into account the impact of the external economic
environment on sustainable development.
The spokesman for Group B (Denmark). noting the statemont by the
Secretary-General of UNCTAD. requested to have in the records of the meeting
Group B's continued opinion that. in considering sustainable development. fUll
weight must be given to both national policies and to the external economic
environmpnt.
At the 751~t meeting. the spokesman for the Group of 77 (Guatemala)
recalled that his Group had made every possible effort to arrive at the agreed
conclusions an6 all Groups had agreed that t~e Secretary-General would make a
statement, with full knowledge of what it would contain.
The Group of 77 was thus glad that, contrary to earlier impressions,
Group B was not dissociating itself from the statement by the
SecretarY-General. ~uch an act would have brought into question the good
faith in negotiating agreements which had t~us far prevailed among all
groups. It would have also brought into question the credibility of the
institution of the Secretary-General.
His Group wished to place on pecord its unwavering confidence in the
Secretary-Oeneral, in both his personal and his professional capacities. The
Group of 77 had agreed, in good faith and with appropriate flexibility, to
continue to negotiate a resolution - submitted by Oroup B on sustainable
development - beyond the deadline set by the rules which the Board had adopted
for itself. That fleXibility should be clearly indicated in the Board's
records for future reference.

